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Did you know...
The Affiliate System Trend Report now supports Lineup Versioning as of v10.3 software.
If the user has two or more versions of the same lineup, with each version representing the state of that lineup at
different points in time, then the Trend report can use the most appropriate lineup version for each requested survey.
To use this feature, check the “Use lineup versioning” checkbox in the Lineups tab, and click either a plus symbol or
minus symbol (the plus symbol is shown if the associated lineup already has lineup versioning information defined).

This opens the lineup versioning dialog. Enter each version
of the lineup into the row pertaining to when that version
of the lineup first went into effect. Either type into the
yellow editable area or click the drop-down button.
In this example, there is one MARS lineup in 2019 and four
quarterly versions of the MARS lineup in 2020.
Note that lineups automatically propagate forward (shown
in gray), until the next version goes into effect.
If you need finer granularity, you can check the Months
option, which will show a line for each month.
Checking the Summary box will show only the rows where
you have entered a lineup code (not the grayed rows).
When a selected row as a lineup code entered, you can
use the down or up Move arrows to easily move that
lineup down (to an earlier survey) or up (to a later survey).
When lineup versioning is in effect, the Trend report cover page discloses which versions of the lineups were actually
used for each survey (or range of surveys).

You can contact ACT 1 Systems at (818) 347-6400 (x10 for Rob, x16 for David) for unlimited free phone or screen-sharing training during our
regular business hours from 8:00am–5:00pm Pacific Time. Call us as often as you need to get answers to your questions, no matter how
complex or trivial. You can also send an e-mail to Rob (rfite@act1systems.com) or David (ddavidson@act1systems.com) any time.

